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Scrum, Kanban, RUP, Evo, DSDM, etc.,
are Only a Beginning. Start with one
of them if you like, but change

anything that is not working
for you.
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Deliver the step. Install it with real stakeholders, so they get some
of the planned measurable benefits.
P3: Study:

•
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1. Determine
theAREresults
delivering
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measurements: test, measure and sample, to establish the new
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operational
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“cycle time”),
to make
lead time as small
as possible.
resultsand
topredictable
the short-term
and long-term targets.
2. Analyze the data and produce a feedback report for management.

For example, use an Impact Estimation table as a tool to do this study
task.
P4: Act:
1. Decide if this step succeeded, must be redone in whole or part, or
totally rejected.
2. Take any required minor corrective actions (for example, bugfixing) to ‘stabilize’ the system.

Kanban

We collect useful Kanban links at: http://www.crisp.se/kanban

Scrum

Simplified Evo Process: Implement Evo Steps
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Figure 10.3
A simplified Evo process: implementing Evo steps.
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Methodology
“Your ”methodology“ is everything you regularly do
to get your software out. It includes who you hire,
what you hire them for, how they work together, what
they produce, and how they share. It is the combined
job descriptions, procedures, and conventions of
everyone on your team. It is the product of your
particular ecosystem and is therefore a unique
construction of your organization.”
Alistair Cockburn
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The Never-ending Software
Methodology Debate
1. Start: Waterfall is the mainstream methodology
2. The mainstream methodology shows some limitations
3. Somebody proposes a new, or lesser-known, or almost forgotten
methodology and shows how it addresses the limitations at step 2
(and how it’s better than Waterfall, of course)
4. After a long argument, heavily based on personal opinions, and
often light on facts, the methodology at step 3 becomes the
mainstream one
5. Go to step 2
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Context
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Company culture
Team culture
Skills

Customer culture

Budget

Preferences

Product

Time
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Methodology and context are
interlinked
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Tools and practices come from
the same set
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Diﬀerent methodologies
just mix and match tools
and practices diﬀerently
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A pattern language?
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Getting started
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Conjecture

If the situation is messy,
anything that reduces
the mess will greatly
improve the situation.
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Second Conjecture

If the situation is good,
improvements will give a
smaller bang for the buck.
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Getting Started
• Set your goals
• Understand the context
• Choose a set of practices to implement
• Inspect and adapt
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A Big Problem
It is very diﬃcult to come up with
a certification scheme to make
money out of it
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à la carte |ˌä lä ˈkärt, ləә|
adjective
(of a menu or restaurant) listing or serving food that can be
ordered as separate items, rather than part of a set meal.
• (of food) available on such a menu.
adverb
as separately priced items from a menu, not as part of a set
meal: wine and good food served à la carte.
ORIGIN early 19th cent.: French, literally ‘according to

the (menu) card.’
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Two examples and a
counterexample
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Small team working on a
bioinformatics application
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Team coordinating the work of 7
other teams for an investment
banking application
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Team doing eXtreme
Programming by the
book
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Scrum, Kanban, RUP, Evo, DSDM, etc.,
are Only a Beginning. Start with one
of them if you like, but change

anything that is not working
for you.
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Links
• http://www.agilemanifesto.org
• http://www.agilealliance.org
• http://www.dsdm.org
• http://www.gilb.com/Project-Management
• http://limitedwipsociety.ning.com
• https://www.scrum.org/ScrumGuides.aspx
• http://www.scrumalliance.org
• http://asprotunity.com/papers.html
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Some Books
ENGINEERING/MANAGEMENT

Competitive Engineering is a revolutionary project
management method, proven by organizations worldwide
Competitive Engineering documents Tom Gilb’s unique, ground-breaking
approach to communicating management objectives and systems engineering
requirements, clearly and unambiguously.

Successful Evolutionary Change
for Your Technology Business

Competitive Engineering is a revelation for anyone involved in management
and risk control. Already used by thousands of managers and systems
engineers around the world, this is a handbook for initiating, controlling and
delivering complex projects on time and within budget. Competitive
Engineering copes explicitly with the rapidly changing environment that is a
reality for most of us today.
Elegant, comprehensive and accessible, the Competitive Engineering
methodology provides a practical set of tools and techniques that enable
readers to effectively design, manage and deliver results in any complex
organization – in engineering, industry, systems engineering, software, IT, the
service sector and beyond.
BENEFITS OF COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING

and proven by many organizations including HP, Intel,
• Used
CitiGroup, IBM, Nokia and the US Department of Defense
Detailed, practical and innovative coverage of key subjects
• including
requirements specification, design evaluation, specification
quality control and evolutionary project management

complete, proven and meaningful ‘end-to-end’ process for
• Aspecifying,
evaluating, managing and delivering high quality solutions
Rich in detail and comprehensive in scope, with thought• provoking
ideas on every page

❛

This stuff works. Competitive
Engineering contains powerful
tools that are both practical and
simple – a rare combination.
Over the last decade, I have
applied Tom Gilb’s tools in a
variety of settings including
product development, service
delivery, manufacturing, site
construction, IT, eBusiness,
quality, marketing, and
management, on projects of
various sizes. Competitive
Engineering is based on
decades of practical experience,
feedback, and improvement,
and it shows.

❜

ERIK SIMMONS,
INTEL CORPORATION, REQUIREMENTS
ENGINEERING PRACTICE LEAD,
CORPORATE QUALITY NETWORK

❛ Systems engineers should
find Competitive Engineering
widely useful, with or without
the additional framework
provided by Planguage. Even
without adopting Planguage as
a whole there are numerous
important principles and
techniques that can benefit any
system project.

ptg

❜

DR. MARK W. MAIER, DISTINGUISHED
ENGINEER AT THE AEROSPACE
CORPORATION AND CHAIR OF THE INCOSE
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE WORKING GROUP

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tom Gilb is an independent consultant
and author of numerous books, articles
and papers. He is recognised as one of the
leading ‘thinkers’ within the IT community
and has worked with managers and
engineers around the world in developing
and applying his renowned methods.

Visit http://books.elsevier.com/companions
to access the complete Planguage glossary

Foreword by Donald G. Reinertsen

http://books.elsevier.com
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COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING ENCOMPASSES
Requirements specification
Design engineering (including design specification and evaluation)
Evolutionary project management
Project metrics
Risk management
Priority management
Specification quality control
Change control
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